
Report on 47th Engineers’ Day 
(15/09/2014) 

Venue: Civil Engineering Department, BRCM CET 
 
BRCM College of Engineering celebrated 47th Engineers’ Day on 15th September, 2014 in a befitting 
manner to commemorate the 154th birthday of Bharat Ratna Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya. The 
programme was inaugurated with Maa Sarswati Vandana and lamp lighting followed by a floral tribute to Sir 
Visvesvaraya and screening of short documentary movie on his life and achievements. .  
 
Dr. B.C. Sharma, Hon. Principal, BRCM CET welcome the Chief Guest, Dr. Baldev Setia, Professor of Civil 
Engineering and Dean (Academic) NIT Kurukshetra and Guest of Honor, Dr. S.K. Sinha, Director of BRCM 
Education Society, Bahal with a bouquet of flowers and a Memento. 
 
In his welcome address, Dr. B.C. Sharma highlighted contributions Sir Visvesvaraya extends his best 
wishes on the occasion to the distinguished guests and future engineer of the Nation. He emphasized that 
we all should work hard continuously to improve upon ourselves and stand as a world class Engineers to 
solve technological challenges before the National growth.   
 

 
 
Dr. S.K. Sinha, highlighted the attributes of a world-class Engineer and urge the young budding engineers 
to follow the steps of Sir Visvesvaraya accomplish the technological skill and competencies. 
 
Dr. Arabinda Sharma, Convener of the programme outline the theme of the 47th engineer’s day and the 
technical prohgramme organized on this occasion.  
 
Dr. Baldev Setia, Chief Guest, and recalled the invaluable services of Bharat Ratna Sir Mokshagundam 
Visvesvaraya and presented key note address highlighting that  becoming world class is not one time 



process raher it is an evolutionary process. His presentation also threw light on how to achieve the skill and 
competency at individual and organizational level to produce sufficient number of world class Engineers in 
India. Through his speech he energized the budding engineers to effort tirelessly technological and 
socioeconomic development of the country.  
 

 
 

On this occasion two technical events were organized for the students. Event-I is a technical presentation 
the theme “Making Indian Engineering World Class”. In Event-I around 25 students from different college 
and schools were participated and presented papers on the theme of the seminar, which were well 
received. Best the three presenters were awarded with cash prizes. Ms. Neha Sekhawat of BRCM CET 
took the 1st position.  

 



Event-II is a technical Exhibition in which altogether 70 models (conceptual and working) covering the 
different broad areas such Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics and Computer Science etc were put to 
display. About 200 students from four different Colleges and three schools were participated in it. Awards 
are a presented to best three models under each of the broad area.  

 

 

At the end of the function cash prize with certificates were distributed to winners of the different events by 
the Chief Guest Dr. Baldev Setia and Hon. Principal Dr. B.C. Sharma. Finally, Dr. Arabinda Sharma, 
Convener of the programme proposed the vote of thanks. 

 

The function was celebrated by in a grand manner. The students and faculty members of BRCM CET 
actively participated in the event with great zeal and paid a rich tribute to Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya 
for his service to the nation. 


